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Despite decades of therapeutic application of aminoglycosides, it is still a matter of debate if 

porins contribute to the translocation of the antibiotics across the bacterial outer membrane. 

Here, we quantified the uptake of kanamycin across the major porin channels OmpF and OmpC 

present in the outer membrane of Escherichia coli. Our analysis revealed that, despite its 

relatively large size, about 10 - 20 kanamycin molecules per second permeate through OmpF and 

OmpC under a 10 M concentration gradient, whereas OmpN does not allow the passage. 

Molecular simulations elucidate the uptake mechanism of kanamycin through these porins. 

Whole-cell studies with a defined set of E. coli porin mutants provide evidence that translocation 

of kanamycin via porins is relevant for antibiotic potency. The values are discussed with respect 

to other antibiotics. 
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The complex cell envelope of Gram-negative bacteria comprises two membranes: the outer 

membrane (OM) and the cytoplasmic membrane. The two membranes delimit the periplasmic 

space of the bacterial cell and prevent the accumulation of toxic agents in the cytosol while 

regulating the access of nutrients vital for growth and cell function. The OM is the first barrier 

during compound uptake. It is composed of an asymmetric bilayer: an inner leaflet of 

phospholipids and an outer leaflet of lipopolysaccharides (LPS). Both OM leaflets combined 

prevent the efficient diffusion of hydrophilic as well as hydrophobic molecules. Porins, water-

filled channels spanning across the OM, enable passive diffusion of small, hydrophilic molecules 

into the periplasm. Substrate specificity is mainly defined by the constriction zone within the 

barrel structure of these porins, determining entry of molecules by factors such as size, shape, 

electric multipoles, and rigidity.1,2,3 

E. coli encodes multiple porins. The major porins OmpF and OmpC are highly abundant and 

both cation-selective, and it has been thought that they restrict the passage to compounds with a 

size-exclusion limit of about 600 Da.4 However, it has recently been suggested that this limit 

should be redefined using other parameters.5,6 The translocation of several classes of antibiotics, 

e.g. β-lactams and fluoroquinolones, through porins has been investigated extensively. Also, 

porin modification emerged as antibiotic resistance mechanism in clinical isolates,7 based on 

specific changes in amino acid residues or decreased expression of wild-type porins.8  

Aminoglycosides (AGs) target the ribosome in the cytoplasm, thus they have to overcome both 

membranes in Gram-negative bacteria. Despite their frequent use as therapeutic agents, the 

mechanisms of their OM translocation remain incompletely understood. The self-promoted 

pathway is a proposed uptake mechanism. Here, divalent cations between LPS molecules are 

displaced by AGs, which leads to brief OM destabilization, thereby enabling OM translocation.9 
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However, since AGs are both cationic and hydrophilic structures with a molecular size below 

600 Da, they have also been hypothesized to diffuse through porins of E. coli. First in vitro 

assays using the liposome swelling technique had suggested translocation of various 

aminoglycosides through E. coli porins,10 but whole-cell experiments were inconclusive and 

contradictory.9,11 

To elucidate the passage of AGs through E. coli porins, we characterized the permeability of 

kanamycin through three outer membrane porins of E. coli, namely OmpF, OmpC and the 

structurally similar OmpN. We quantified the uptake by an electrophysiological zero-current 

assay using concentration gradients of kanamycin under bi-ionic conditions, and combined it 

with single-channel measurements to determine the net flux of kanamycin.12,13 Our single-

channel study in the presence of low amounts of kanamycin revealed clear blockages. Thus, we 

analysed also the change in event rates with increasing transmembrane applied voltage. To reveal 

the main interactions of kanamycin while diffusing along the pore, we examined the 

translocation event of kanamycin through OmpF and OmpC employing enhanced sampling 

molecular dynamics simulations. We could confirm these new insights in whole-cell assays, 

where the double deletion of both porin genes ompF and ompC decreased kanamycin 

susceptibility. A single deletion of only one of these porins had no detectable effect on 

kanamycin resistance, which corroborates that both major porins OmpF and OmpC play a role in 

kanamycin translocation across the OM of E. coli. Combining the electrophysiological data, all-

atom simulations and whole-cell results, we conclude that both OmpF and OmpC are permeable 

to kanamycin.  
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RESULTS 

Experimental flux quantification using reversal potential measurements: 

We have previously shown that the net flux of charged compounds driven by a concentration 

gradient can be estimated from the experimentally accessible reversal potential, in combination 

with single channel conductance recordings.12 In a first series of experiments, the three porins of 

interest from the E. coli outer membrane (OmpF, OmpC and OmpN) were reconstituted into a 

planar bilayer, and the single channel currents in the presence of kanamycin sulphate, and 

potassium sulphate as control, were recorded. Table S1 summarizes the conductance 

measurements of the three E. coli porins obtained in symmetrical 20 mM kanamycin sulphate or 

K2SO4 at pH 7 and ΔV=+100 mV. Due to the diverse size of the cations (kanamycin versus K+, 

see Table S3 for a comparison with pore sizes), the single trimeric channel conductance with 

K2SO4 was substantially higher than that with kanamycin sulphate: 240 pS vs. 16 pS, 

respectively, for OmpF. Moreover, OmpF conductance was comparable to that of OmpC, 

whereas OmpN conductance was significantly lower (16:13:9.5 pS in case of kanamycin 

sulphate or 240:180:58 pS in case of KCl).  

To further quantify the concentration-driven flux, we applied a concentration gradient and 

recorded the induced voltage to obtain the permeability ratio. The latter was obtained by fitting 

the experimental I-V curves to the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz (GHK) current equation.14 Despite 

the fact that the assumptions of the GHK-theory (point-like non-interacting ions in a 

homogeneous electric field) are not fulfilled, we expect in general a reasonably good prediction 

for the ion permeability ratio.12 We used a bi-ionic symmetrical 20 mM of kanamycin and 35 

mM of the sulphate salt on both sides of the membrane containing, respectively, OmpF, OmpC 

or OmpN porins (the difference in the concentrations is due to the titration of H2SO4 for 

adjusting the pH to 7). The cis compartment was then supplemented with 50 mM of kanamycin 
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and 87.5 mM of the sulphate salt and the zero-current-potential was measured (Fig. S1 A-C). As 

summarized in Table 1, the reversal potentials, in the case of kanamycin sulphate, are negative 

for the same ionic concentrations cis/trans for the three porins assessed, with the maximal 

reversal potential value for the OmpN porin. This implies that anions permeate faster compared 

to cations in all three channels, with OmpN almost impermeable to kanamycin. In contrast, the 

reversal potentials in the case of potassium sulphate are positive for the same ionic concentration 

gradients cis/trans for the three porins studied, with the highest cation selectivity for OmpN. Our 

results are in agreement with the qualitative observation of the permeation specificities by 

Nikaido and Prilipov A et al.15,16  

Table 1. Reversal potential permeability measurements. Determined zero current potentials 

(Vrev) with standard deviation, calculated permeability ratios and flux-rate from the mean zero 

current potential. * Permeability ratio is too small to estimate the flux. 

 

 

 

Channel 

(trans-side) 

(mM) 

(GND/cis-side) 

(mM) 

Vrev  

 (mV) 

 

P = 

PKan
4+/ 

Psulphate
2- 

Flux extrapolated  

to 10 M  

ion gradient 

(molecules/s) 

Kanamycin SO4
2- Kanamycin SO4

2- Cations SO4
2- 

OmpF  20 35 50 87.5 -8.7 ± 2.5 1:14 9 73 

OmpC 20 35 50 87.5 -5.1 ± 0.6 1:4.2 16 20 

OmpN 20 35 50 88.4 -12.0 ± 3 1:>600 * too low  

 

 K+ SO4
2- K+ SO4

2-  PK
+/Psulphate

2-  

OmpF  100 50 500 250 10.7 ± 0.7 2.4:1 1,300 1,100 

OmpC 100 50 500 250 13.4 ± 1.2 2.8:1 800 600 

OmpN 20 10 100 50 33.5 ± 3.1 21:1 900 100 
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In a second series of measurements, we recorded the permeation of single kanamycin with single 

channel electrophysiology. Reconstituted OmpF, OmpC or OmpN showed a stable conductance 

in their open conformation. In the membrane potential range used in these experiments, from 

−150 𝑚𝑉 to +150 𝑚𝑉, the channel open conductance is ohmic, with ≈ 4 𝑛𝑆 for OmpF, ≈

2.7 𝑛𝑆 for OmpC and ≈ 1.6 𝑛𝑆 for OmpN, all at 1 M KCl. Throughout this study, the membrane 

potential was defined as positive on the trans-side of the chamber, the cis-side being the virtual 

ground, and the respective channel was inserted into the bilayer from the cis-side of the chamber, 

unless otherwise noted. 

After successful single channel reconstitution was achieved, the ion current was recorded for 30 

s at each applied potential from (+ 150 mV to -150 mV), then 10 µM of kanamycin sulphate was 

added to the cis-side of the chamber and their translocation was investigated under the applied 

membrane potential (note the solution was buffered with 10 mM HEPES, the pH was stable at 

pH 7). The entry of kanamycin molecules into the constriction zone of the porin causes a 

resolvable reduction in the open pore conductance with resolvable dwell times (𝜏𝑑 > 0.1 𝑚𝑠), 

referred to as “events” in this work. Figure 1A-C shows the current traces of the porins in the 

presence of 10 µM of kanamycin sulphate with resolvable events at a membrane potential of -

100 mV. We analyzed the event rates fe and mean dwell times 𝜏𝑑, to assess the translocation of 

these molecules through these general diffusion porins, where 𝜏𝑑 is obtained from fitting an 

exponential to the distribution of dwell times and 𝑁𝑒 is the number of events in a given time 

interval. For calculation of 𝜏𝑑 , 𝑓𝑒at least ∼ 1000 events were analysed.  

The results of the analysis of 𝜏𝑑 and 𝑓𝑒 are shown in Figure 2 for OmpF, OmpC, and OmpN. The 

event rate increases throughout. However, an event rate itself does not allow drawing 

conclusions on the translocation.17 The decrease of the dwell time at high voltage is a signature 
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of translocation. In the case of OmpF, Figure 2B (black filled squares) shows the maximum of 

dwell time at around -75 mV. This may indicate that kanamycin ions translocate with higher 

probability through OmpF above this potential, although a significant increase in 𝑓𝑒 is observed 

(Figure 2A, filled black square).18 In case of OmpC, we see a clear trend in the dwell time 

pattern (decreasing dwell time with increasing transmembrane potential), which again may hint 

towards the enhanced translocation of kanamycin through OmpC. From the permeability ratios 

obtained by reversal potential measurements of OmpF and OmpC, we see that kanamycin should 

permeate better through OmpC than OmpF at low concentrations (Table 1). However, the entry 

rate fe in OmpF shows saturation at high voltages, which is not observed for OmpC. When 

extrapolating the flux obtained at high concentrations (reversal potential) to low concentrations 

(single channel), one needs to account for the saturation of OmpF. Indeed, we expect both values 

to be rather similar at low kanamycin concentrations. While OmpN shows an increasing number 

of event rates (Figure 2A, blue filled triangles) at high voltages, their respective dwell times 

shown in Figure 2B, (blue filled triangle) are voltage independent, which means rather caused by 

short-lived (bounce back) events.18 
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Figure 1. Ion current traces in the presence of kanamycin. Single channel measurements of A) 

OmpF, B) OmpC and C) OmpN in the presence of 10 µM kanamycin sulphate in 1M KCl, 10 mM 

HEPES at pH 7. Figure 1A is the single channel trace of OmpF in the presence of kanamycin 

sulphate at an applied potential of -100 mV. Its corresponding zoom of the events and all point 

histogram are on the right. Similarly, Figure 1B and 1C show, respectively, the traces of OmpC 

and OmpN, with their zoomed events and all point histograms.  

 

 

Figure 2. Event rates and dwell times. Statistical analysis of the traces measured at different 

applied voltages for OmpF, OmpC and OmpN of figure 1. A) Event rate fe vs applied negative 

voltages. Increasing the negative voltage pulls more cationic kanamycin molecules into the 

channel. B) Dwell time analysis. In the case of OmpC, higher negative voltage drives kanamycin 

faster through the channel, whereas in OmpF only voltages above -75 mV reduce the residence 

time. Note that at low voltages up to -75 mV kanamycin is less prone to permeate and is rather 

pushed against the inner barrier. In contrast for OmpN, the dwell time is independent of the 

voltage indicating mainly non-translocating events. The black, red and blue lines are intended to 

serve as guidelines for the reader to follow the data points. 

 

Translocation mechanism through the main porins of E. coli (molecular dynamics) 

Starting from the available high-resolution structures of OmpF and OmpC, we used enhanced 

sampling molecular dynamics simulations (metadynamics) to provide an atomistic view of the 

main interactions of kanamycin within the channel, when translocating from CIS to TRANS. In 

previous works,6,19–21 two crucial regions for small molecule translocation along the transport 

direction (Z, Figure 3) were identified: (i) the preorientation region (PR), (from 5 Å < Z < 10 Å; 
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Figure 3) with R167, R168, and D121 as key motifs allowing the binding of ampicillin and other 

dipolar molecules;21,22 (ii) the constriction region (CR) (from 5 Å < Z < −5 Å; Figure 3) whose 

key motifs are the positively charged residues of the basic ladder (R42, R82, R132, K16) and the 

negatively charged residues of the constricting loop L3 (D113 and E117).  

 

Figure 3. Kanamycin permeation path through OmpF and OmpC. Qualitative free energy 

surface for a single kanamycin translocation event showing the region of main interactions. The 

relevant conformations for kanamycin transport through OmpF (a) and OmpC (b) are 

highlighted. The ion current blocking states are highlighted as S1 and the bottleneck for 

transport (the energetic saddle point) as a star. The key regions for transport are delimited and 

labelled, e.g. PR (pre-orientation region) and CR (constriction region) 

 

Both regions are characterized by a strong electric field component perpendicular to the axis of 

diffusion, more intense in the CR than in the PR20,21 (Figure S2b). One striking difference 

between the porins is that in OmpF the transversal electric field is always higher than that in 

OmpC,6 as reported in Figure S2b. In the case of kanamycin transport through OmpF, the first 

deep minimum (Figure 3a, state S0) is located in the PR. As it can be observed in Figure 4 b,c, 
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in this position and due to its size (71 Å2, Figure 4a, and Table S3), kanamycin already interacts 

with two of the negatively charged key motifs of the CR, E117 and D121 of loop L3. Its total 

dipole moment is aligned to the transversal electric field of the pore (Figure 4b); however, 

kanamycin does not completely block the pore at this position. 

 

Figure 4. Structure of kanamycin and main conformations along the translocation path in OmpF 
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and OmpC. a) Licorice representation of kanamycin with its van der Waals surface 

superimposed in orange, dipole moment in green and positively charged groups highlighted in 

blue. Kanamycin (represented as violet van der Waals spheres) position with respect to the main 

diffusion axis of the pore (partial surface representation) in the main conformations during 

permeation through OmpF (b, d) and OmpC (f). Kanamycin interactions with charged groups 

from the walls of the pore are depicted in licorice for each conformation panels (c, e, g). 

From this position, kanamycin misaligns its dipole moment in order to approach the CR, 

attracted by the other two negatively charged motifs of the loop L3, E117 and D113 (Figure S2, 

S3 states 2 and 3). In the second minimum S1of Figure 3, kanamycin is located in the narrowest 

region of the CR (Figure 4d), again with its dipole moment fully aligned to the transversal 

electric field. It interacts with all key charged motifs of the eyelet, namely the positively charged 

arginines R42, R82, R132 and the negatively charged D113, E117 and D121 (Figure 4e). As it 

can be seen now, kanamycin completely blocks the pore. The energetic bottleneck for kanamycin 

transport is the exit of the CR. As it can be seen from the main interactions in the saddle point 

conformation, Figure 3 (saddle-point indicated with a star), the interactions of kanamycin with 

the charged motifs of the loop L3 are very strong (Figure S3-state 0).  

In the case of the kanamycin transport through OmpC, fewer steps seem to be relevant in the 

transport process (Figure S2(c), bottom panel). The capture of kanamycin in OmpC (Figure 3, 

Figure S4) is less pronounced than in OmpF, probably due to the smaller electric field in the 

preorientation region. Conversely to OmpF, in OmpC kanamycin does not interact with the 

charged key motifs of the loop L3 when located in the PR, but it interacts mainly with the walls 

and the loop L2 of the monomer 2 (Figure S4-states 1-2). Once inside the CR (Figure 3b: S1), 

kanamycin aligns its dipole moment to the transversal electric field of the pore (Figure 4f), 

interacting with the main charge motifs of the OmpC eyelet, namely the positively charged 

arginines R37 and R74 and the negatively charged residues of the loop L3 (D105, E109 and 
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D113). As in OmpF, the main energetic bottleneck is the exit from the CR, due to the strong 

interactions with its charged motifs (Figure S4 (state 0)). 

In order to further investigate the two blocking-states identified respectively for OmpF and 

OmpC, we performed 4 single replica simulations of OmpF/OmpC with kanamycin inside the 

eyelet and with an applied voltage of -100 mV (Figure S5). The four replicas were stable and 

retained the interactions with the pore for the whole length of the simulation, as it can be 

observed in Figure S5a. The probability distribution of the distance of the centre of mass of 

kanamycin to the blocking site in OmpF is centred in ~1 Å  (Figure S5a, upper panel). We 

observed that although kanamycin is predicted to block the cation (K+, blue) passage almost 

completely, on average 1 K+ translocates compared to 33 K+ in the empty trimer (Figure S5b, 

upper panel, and Table S2); it does not blocks anions (Cl-, red), instead it is predicted to enhance 

their passage, as we have 8 Cl- on average that can pass compared to 5 in the empty trimer 

(Figure S5b, upper panel, and Table S2). The same is predicted with OmpC: the presence of 

kanamycin in the CR blocks partially the passage of cations (on average 3K+ versus 39 K+ in the 

empty trimer, Figure S5b and Table S2), while it somehow enhances the flux of anions, as on 

average 15 Cl- translocate in the presence of kanamycin, while in the empty trimer 3 Cl- go 

through (Figure S5b, lower panel, and Table S2). 

 

Whole-cell assays 

The experiments with purified proteins as well as the numerical simulations indicated permeation 

of kanamycin through both major porins OmpF and OmpC. To validate the relevance of these 

observations in bacterial cells, we determined the kanamycin susceptibility of different porin 

mutants. We employed the single-gene deletion mutants of ompF and ompC from the Keio 
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collection and generated in the current study a double deletion strain missing both of these major 

porin genes23. Kanamycin susceptibility was measured by a standard assay for the determination 

of the minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) according to guidelines as well as by streaking of 

the E. coli strains on an agar plate containing a linear kanamycin gradient. E. coli missing either 

ompF or ompC alone (single knockout strains) showed similar susceptibility to kanamycin as the 

wild type parent strain E. coli BW25113 (Figure 5). However, the double deletion strain E. coli 

ΔompFΔompC showed a clear and statistically significant decrease in kanamycin susceptibility. 

This result indicates that kanamycin is able to use both porins, ompF as well as ompC for outer 

membrane translocation and that a single deletion of either porin still leaves the other available. 

Similar observations were made with the further aminoglycosides paromomycin, amikacin and 

gentamicin (Figures S6 & S7) and data for aminoglycosides were compared to β-lactams and 

fluoroquinolones, representatives of which were previously shown to pass through OmpF and 

OmpC (Figure S8 & Table S4). Importantly, although the susceptibility to aminoglycosides was 

clearly and reproducibly decreased in the ΔompFΔompC double knockout strain, the absolute 

value of the MIC increased only about 2-fold. This finding indicates that at least one further 

translocation mechanism, such as self-promoted uptake9 and/or one or more further porin(s), is 

still available for the AGs as option to cross the OM of E. coli. 
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Figure 5. The role of porins in kanamycin susceptibility of E. coli BW25113. A) The kanamycin 

MIC is significantly increased when both major porin genes ompF and ompC are deleted, while 

single porin knockout strains did not show increased resistance. MIC values are represented on 

a logarithmic scale. B, C) The same trend could be observed when E. coli porin mutant strains 

were streaked on agar plates with a linear kanamycin gradient. The dotted line represents the 

maximal length of the plate. One representative biological replicate of B is shown in C. Each 

diamond represents one independent measurement from a different day. The vertical colored 

bars show the arithmetic mean of all data points. Statistical analysis was done using unpaired 

Student’s t-test with Holm-Bonferroni correction, comparing the mutants to the wildtype (WT) 

strain. not significant (ns), P > 0.05; **, P ≤ 0.01; ***, P ≤ 0.001. 

 

DISCUSSION  
 

The combination of two independent experimental techniques and molecular dynamics 

simulations showed that kanamycin can translocate through OmpF and OmpC, but not through 

OmpN. In both OmpF and OmpC, kanamycin shows strong interactions with the pore wall, 

especially with the anionic residues of the loop L3, due to its positive charge. Further, the 

orientation of its dipole, transversal to the long axis of the molecule itself (Figure 4a) allows the 

accommodation of kanamycin in the pore with its long axis parallel to the axis of diffusion and, 

at the same time, with the dipole aligned to the transversal electric field (Figure 4 d,e,f,g). From 

a structural point of view, kanamycin adapts perfectly to the geometry of the pore and its 

electrostatics. The negative electrostatic potential inside both OmpF and OmpC6 creates the 
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condition for quite strong binding of cationic molecules such as kanamycin, as shown from the 

current traces in Figure 2 and simulations data in Figure 3 and Figure 4. This is not the case for 

OmpN. Though more selective for small cations (K+), it has a pore not compatible with the 

dimension of kanamycin (the minimal pore radius is smaller than 1 Ǻ, as it can be estimated 

from comparison of the K2SO4 conductivity for all the pores, see Table S1). The reversal 

potential method confirms that no translocation events occur in OmpN (Table 1). 

It is worth to note that kanamycin has an average minimal projection area of 71 Å2 (see Table 

S3). Among small-molecule antibiotics presented in a recent database,24 only ceftazidime and 

piperacillin show the size comparable to kanamycin, respectively, 68 Å2 and 77 Å2, while all the 

other antibiotics have the minimal projection area that does not exceed 60 Å2 (see Table S3). 

Interestingly, both ceftazidime and piperacillin are anionic, so they are not favoured to 

translocate through negatively charged OmpF and OmpC. However, ceftazidime has been shown 

to translocate through OmpF and with low numbers through OmpC,25 while the larger 

piperacillin showed extremely low permeability through both of them.6 In our study we observed 

a low MIC increase for ceftazidime and none at all for piperacillin upon ompF and ompC double 

deletion (see Figure S8 and Table S4). Kanamycin, larger than ceftazidime, can go through 

OmpF and OmpC with comparable numbers thanks to a larger dipole moment, especially for the 

transverse component (Table S3). This is the electrostatic compensation of the steric barrier. 

The simulations of the translocation of kanamycin through OmpF showed the existence of an 

additional binding site in the pre-orientation region (Figure 4b,c), exactly where the dipolar and 

zwitterionic ampicillin and norfloxacin showed strong interactions.21,22 In this conformation, 

kanamycin’s dipole can be aligned along the transversal electric field. However, due to the 

relatively large pore size there, there is no complete blockage of the passage of the small ions. 
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This correlate with the presence of two different conduction levels in OmpF, see histogram on 

Figure 1A. This second site works also as a reservoir, accumulating kanamycin from the solvent, 

thus causing the saturation seen in Figure 2A. 

The insights from these biophysical and computational experiments could be transferred to and 

confirmed in living E. coli cells. E. coli mutants, lacking one or both major porins, were exposed 

to kanamycin in different experimental setups and a resistance phenotype emerged, when OmpF 

and OmpC were missing in parallel (Figure 5). Previous investigations on the role of OmpF and 

OmpC in kanamycin resistance had been contradictory. In an early publication, the OmpF-

deficient strain E. coli JF703 displayed increased kanamycin resistance.11 However, this strain 

was also polymyxin B-resistant,11 suggesting that it might carry further mutations besides that of 

ompF. In a later study, no effects on kanamycin MICs could be observed for E. coli single 

mutants of ompF and ompC or in a regulator mutant lacking both porins9. In the current study, 

we constructed a markerless ompF ompC double knockout strain, and compared it to its isogenic 

wildtype and both markerless single knockout strains, using two different antimicrobial assay 

read-outs and conducting multiple experimental repetitions for statistical validation. While we 

corroborate that a single deletion of either ompF or ompC does not change the susceptibility of 

E. coli to different AGs, the double deletion of both major porins reduces susceptibility by a 

factor of two. This finding indicates, on the one hand that both porins contribute to AG uptake in 

E. coli and on the other had it demonstrates that their impact is rather limited. Besides OmpF and 

OmpC, AGs have further means of entering E. coli. Still another porin could potentially be 

involved, it is also widely accepted that the polycationic AGs displace divalent cations from the 

LPS molecules, thereby forcing their passage across the destabilized outer membrane by self-

promoted uptake.26–28 The concept that AGs have multiple and independent means of crossing 
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the outer membrane is reflected by the fact that uptake mutations are not the focus of clinical 

resistance development. Indeed, AG resistance is mostly based on acquired and plasmid-

transferable AG-modifying enzymes or 16S rRNA methyltransferases.29 

Besides, we determined additional MIC values for a number of antibiotics from different classes 

(see Figure S8 and Table S4). Several factors contribute to the MIC value (e.g. target affinity, 

efflux, porin-mediated and additional porin-unrelated uptake routes, environmental conditions). 

Although antibacterial agents are often grouped within the same antibiotic class according to a 

related pharmacophore and corresponding mode of action, they are different structural entities 

that are influenced by the range of these factors to a different extend. Interestingly, the change in 

MIC upon porin deletion of AG is in the range found for some cephalosporins and penicillins 

(e.g. ceftazidime, ceftriaxone, carbenicillin). In addition, kanamycin needs further translocation 

across the inner cell membrane to reach its target. Despite the relatively low flux value, the 

periplasmic space might be rapidly equilibrated and the passage through both porins has only a 

small effect on the activity. 

Inspection of previous investigations on concentration driven flux through OmpF at a 10 μM 

gradient revealed 600 molecules/s for avibactam,30 350 molecules/s for cefotaxime 

(unpublished), 240 molecules/s for ampicillin,31 and 10 – 20 molecules/s of kanamycin, but also 

substantially lower values for cefepime32 (0.035 molecules/s, extrapolated from on-rates, without 

counting fast events33). These expected fluxes will enter the periplasm of bacteria. To estimate 

the number of molecules after equilibration inside bacteria, if we assume a sphere with a radius 

of 1 μm size mostly filled by biomass. This may allow for a few thousand antibiotics at 10 μM. 

Assuming further a few hundreds to thousands of channels, the concentration equilibrium will be 

easily achieved within a few seconds also for kanamycin. Other techniques based on single cell 
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fluorescence using fluoroquinolones or mass spectrometry determined that the equilibrium 

between the inner and the outer concentration occurs within a few minutes.5,34,35 Porins are the 

limiting factors for the efficacy of an antibiotic either (i) when there are not alternative uptake 

pathways and the number of porins is low, or (ii) when the rate of entry is very low. In the case 

of kanamycin, two highly abundant porins are used and further uptake routes (i.e. self-promoted 

uptake) contribute in addition. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Although aminoglycosides are a mainstay of clinical anti-Gram-negative therapy, their 

molecular uptake mechanism has remained a matter of debate. In our interdisciplinary study we 

tackled the problem by a complementary biophysical, computational and microbiological 

approach and demonstrate the involvement of the porins OmpF and OmpC in kanamycin 

translocation across the OM on three different levels: the reconstituted proteins, pore structure 

and growing bacterial cells. By describing and quantifying the transport of kanamycin through 

three different pores, with increasing size (OmpN, OmpC, OmpF) and with inverted increased 

selectivity to small cations, we were able to investigate the role of the steric term and the 

electrostatic compensation. In OmpN, the small open pore does not allow the translocation. In 

OmpC, the higher negative charge compared to OmpF is enough to compensate for the smaller 

size. Finally, the largest pore, OmpF, shows reduced flux due to the presence of an additional 

binding site near the mouth of the channel. This example provides a clear picture of optimal 

transport through a size-constricted pore combining electrostatic compensation of a steric barrier. 

Kanamycin with its cylindrical shape can fit perfectly well into the constriction region. At the 

same time, the position of the four positively charged groups provides a dipole that can align to 
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the transversal electric field, thus, allowing a binding near the constriction region and 

compensating the steric barrier while translocating. Eventually, about 10 - 20 kanamycin 

molecules per second can permeate through OmpF and OmpC under a 10 M concentration 

gradient, and whole-cell studies provided evidence that translocation of kanamycin via porins is 

relevant for antibiotic potency, though other uptake mechanisms are not excluded. 

 

METHODS 

Materials 

Kanamycin sulphate and cefoxitin sodium salt were obtained from Carl Roth (Mannheim, 

Germany), gentamicin sulphate from Applichem PanReac (Darmstadt, Germany), paromomycin 

sulphate from Cayman Chemical (Michigan, U.S.A.), amikacin disulphate from Acros Organics 

(Geel, Belgium) potassium sulphate salt was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Dorset, United 

Kingdom), 1,2-diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocoline was purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids 

(Alabaster, AL) and all other chemicals used were procured from AppliChem. The proteins were 

produced in house following previous publications18 and SI. 

 

Planar lipid bilayer and electrical recording. Single and Multi-Channel Measurements: 

Single channel recording apparatus consisted of a two-compartment Teflon chamber (~ 2.5 mL 

each) separated by a 25 μm thick Teflon partition with an aperture of ≈100 μm diameter for 

membrane formation. Bilayer lipid membranes were formed from 1,2-diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine (DPhPC) using the monolayer opposition technique.36 The aperture was pre-

treated with a hexadecane/hexane solution (1 % v/v) and was allowed to cure for ~ 20 mins to 

achieve solvent evaporation. The trans- and cis-sides of the chambers were filled with buffer 

solution, 1 M KCl, 10 mM HEPES at pH 7.0. 10 μl of lipid in pentane (5 mg/ml) was added to 

both sides of the chamber, and a bilayer was formed after evaporation of pentane. Single channel 

reconstitution was achieved by addition of purified OmpF or OmpC porins into the cis-side of 

the chamber at a volume of ≈0.3 μl from their stock solutions (1 mg/ml) and diluted by ~100 fold 
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using Genapol X-080 (1 % v/v). The final protein concentration in the chamber was ≈1 pM. 

Channel current traces were recorded with Ag/AgCl pellet electrodes (World Precision 

Instruments), the cis side of the chamber being the virtual ground, using the Axopatch 200B 

(Molecular Devices, LLC) patch-clamp amplifier in V-clamp mode (whole cell β = 1) with a 

CV-203BU headstage. The output signal was filtered by a lowpass Bessel filter at 10 kHz and 

saved at a sampling frequency of 50 kHz using an Axon Digidata 1440A digitizer (Molecular 

Devices, LLC). Data analysis was performed with an in-house analysis suite created with the 

LabVIEW software suite (National Instruments). 

Further, for measuring the electrophysiological reversal potential assay (Multi channel) for 

asymmetric condition we used commercial calomel electrodes (Metrohm). The cis side electrode 

of the cell was grounded, whereas the trans side electrode was linked to the headstage of an 

Axopatch 200B amplifier in the voltage clamp mode. Signals were filtered by an on-board low 

pass Bessel filter at 10 kHz with a sampling frequency of 50 kHz. Analysis of the current 

recordings was completed using Clampfit (Axon Instruments). The relative permeability of 

cations vs solute anions in the bi-ionic case (𝑃𝐾𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑦𝑐𝑖𝑛4+/𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑒2−)  were obtained by 

fitting of the experimental I-V-curves with the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz current equation.37 The 

flux was estimated using the permeability ratios between the cation over anion flux and an 

estimation of the ion current induced by a reversal potential.12,13,37 

 

All-atom molecular dynamics simulations 

The experimental X-ray structures of OmpF and OmpC (PDB Id: 2OMF, 2J1N) were used as 

starting coordinates for molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. All the amino acid residues were 

simulated in the ionization state at neutral pH except for the E296 (OmpF) and D299 (OmpC) 

which were protonated (net charge 0) as suggested by Varma et al.38 For both systems the entire 

trimer was embedded in a pre-equilibrated POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine) bilayer of 259 lipids. The system was oriented in order to centre the protein at 

the origin of the coordinate system and align the channel along the z-axis (positive z: 

extracellular side; negative z: periplasmic side). Thus, we solvated it in a 150 mM KCl solution. 

The selected force fields were: AMBER14SB39 for the protein, AMBER lipid1440 for the POPC 
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molecules, TIP3P41 for water. After 1 ps of energy minimization (conjugate gradients), a slow 

heating from 10 to 300 K was carried out for 1 ns. During this stage, positional restraints were 

applied on the protein -carbons (all three dimensions) as well as on the lipids phosphorus atoms 

(along z only). After releasing the constraints on the POPC, an equilibration stage follows for 4 

ns in the NPT ensemble at 1.0 bar and 300 K. Finally, 0.6 microseconds MD simulations were 

performed in the NVT ensemble after the elimination of the protein restraints. The NPT 

equilibration was performed with the program NAMD,42 with 1.0 fs time-step, and treating long-

range electrostatics with the soft particle mesh Ewald (SPME) method (64 grid points and order 

4 with direct cutoff at 1.0 nm and 1.0 Å grid-size). Pressure control was applied using the Nose-

Hoover method (extended Lagrangian) with isotropic cell, integrated with the Langevin 

Dynamics (200 fs and 100 fs of piston period and decay, respectively). The latter was also 

applied for temperature control with 200 fs thermostat damping time. Production run in the NVT 

ensemble with a time step of 4 fs was performed through the ACEMD code43 compiled for 

GPUs. The Langevin thermostat was used with 1 ps damping time. SPME was used to treat the 

electrostatics as for the equilibration stage.  

The GAFF force-field parameters44 were used to describe kanamycin (PubChem: CID 6032). 

Partial atomic charges were evaluated according to the RESP approach:45 the molecule was first 

optimized at the HF/6-31G(d) level, up to a convergence in energy of 10-5 au, using the 

Gaussian03 package.46 Atomic RESP charges were derived from the electrostatic potential using 

the antechamber module of the AMBER package.47 The minimal projection area and the charge 

at different pH were calculated with the software Marvin.48  

Starting from the final configuration of the OmpF and OmpC simulation described above, the 

molecule was placed outside the lumen of the first monomer. The difference between the z-

coordinate of the centre of mass (COM) of the antibiotic and the z-coordinate of the com of the 

protein monomer was 32 Å. A thousand steps of energy minimization were performed. The 

equilibration stage followed for 1 ns in the NVT ensemble at 300 K as described hereinbefore. 

Well-tempered metadynamics49,50 simulation were performed with the ACEMD code43 combined 

with PLUMED,51 until the first effective translocation through the protein constriction region 

(CR) was observed. Two biased collective variables were used, namely, the antibiotic position 

and the projection of the dipole moment of the antibiotic onto the z-axis of the channel. In 

practice, the ‘position’ z was defined as the difference of the z-coordinate between the COM of 
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the antibiotic and that of the porin first monomer. During the metadynamics run, energy biases 

were added every 50 ps to each collective variable (height 0.1 au;  0.25 and 5.0 au for position 

and dipole moment, respectively) with a bias factor of 10.0, to ensure the slow exploration of the 

translocation event. For the two cation-blocking conformations, 4 replicas of 100 ns were 

launched with an applied potential of -100 mV to evaluate ion current in presence of kanamycin. 

 

Determination of the aminoglycoside sensitivity of E. coli porin mutants 

Minimal inhibitory concentrations (MIC) of aminoglycosides were determined according to 

guidelines of the Clinical Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI)52 using cation-adjusted Mueller 

Hinton broth (MHBII). Strains used in this work are listed in Table S5. Bacterial cell numbers 

were adjusted to an inoculum of 5 x 105 cells/ml and the lowest concentration to inhibit visible 

bacterial growth was determined after 18 h of incubation at 37 °C. For agar gradient plates, 7.5 

g/l of agar-agar was added to the broth. The first layer was poured without kanamycin and was 

solidified while the plate was at an inclined position. The top layer containing kanamycin at a 

concentration of 1.5 µg/ml was solidified when the plate was level. Prior to use the plate was 

stored over night at 4 °C. E. coli cells were suspended in 0.9 % NaCl (w/v) and the optical 

density at 600 nm (OD600) was adjusted to 0.1. This cell suspension was streaked on the agar 

gradient plates using cotton swabs and growth was read after 18 h of incubation at 37 °C. 

Statistical analysis was performed using R (the R foundation for Statistical Computing, version 

3.6.1). Unpaired Student’s t-test was used so determine statistical significance. For multiple 

comparisons, alpha was adjusted with the Holm-Bonferroni method. 

Generation of gene deletion strains 

Porin gene deletions were performed as described by Datsenko & Wanner.53 Briefly, the 

kanamycin resistance cassette was amplified from the vector pKD13, using primers (Table S6) 

attached to homologous ends of the porin genes of interest. E. coli cells were first transformed 

with the helper plasmid pKD46 and in a second transformation round with the constructed PCR 

products. The resistance cassette was removed with the helper plasmid pCP20. Gene deletions 

were confirmed by PCR. 
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minimal inhibitory concentration; WT: wildtype; MD: molecular dynamics; SPME: soft particle 

mesh Ewald. 
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